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Abstract

The origin, history and present-day usage of the Irish typeface.

The brighter future due to TeX and METAFONT. Irish types in a range of sizes and weights unimaginable a generation ago are now being designed with METAFONT and will shortly be ready for use.

In a recent article in the TUGboat, Yannis Haralambous made the statement that the Irish language has its own, most beautiful alphabet. I do not disagree with him as regards the beauty. His assertion does, however, require some qualification. Firstly, the use of this alphabet for ordinary printing purposes has not been widespread during the past twenty years. Secondly, what we call the Irish alphabet is no more than a simple variant of the roman one; certainly it has its own distinctive features, but these are not so obtrusive—in the later typefaces, anyway—as to hinder speedy recognition of the letter forms by anyone familiar with standard roman types, or to inhibit comfortable reading by those who know the language.

The Roman Empire never extended as far as the shores of Ireland. Nonetheless, there was considerable traffic by Irishmen across the Irish sea in the days of Roman Britain. The very name by which we Irish call ourselves, Gaeil, and the name of our language, Gaeilge, are in origin Welsh names. Indeed there were Irish settlements and strongholds in Wales during most of the period of the Empire, and it would have been surprising if the Irish had not been affected by some aspects of the roman culture. One of the most important concepts transmitted by that culture was that of writing. The Romans wrote not only for their own benefit, but also for posterity. They erected stone monuments and inscribed on them. The ancient Irish copied the practice. The Irish however preferred in most cases to write their own language in their own alphabet. Their language has survived the mighty Latin of the empire as an everyday tongue, and their is some evidence that their alphabet, known as Ogham, was never completely forgotten.

Each character of the Ogham alphabet consists of strokes, or sometimes dots, numbering one to five, written to the left or the right of a vertical baseline, or across that baseline. That the Ogham alphabet existed before it was put to use in the medium of stone can hardly be doubted. It may have been a finger alphabet used for sign language; its ultimate origin may even be in the use of fingers for counting. Whatever its early history, it was used during the fourth, fifth and sixth centuries A.D. by Irishmen in south-western Britain and in the south of Ireland to make inscriptions on stone. Many of the Ogham stones have been uprooted from their original locations; several are preserved in the cloisters around the quadrangle of University College, Cork.

The Ogham alphabet in its written form is distinctly Irish; but as a written alphabet it is rather clumsy. It has more in common with the finger signs of the american baseball player than it has with fine literature. In the fifth century Christianity came to Ireland, and with it came book-writing. Ogham was not very suitable for writing on vellum or parchment, nor indeed for writing very much more than the terse memorials for which it was used. It is not surprising, therefore, that by the end of the sixth century it had generally fallen into disuse.

By that time, the seeds of Christianity in Ireland had begun to bear fruit. Irish missionaries were already spreading across Europe. They not only took with them the Christian faith; they had also become custodians of a culture which was centred around the written word. For a thousand years their mission continued. It extended from Iceland to the Mediterranean and from Scotland as far east as Kiev. Irishmen were in the forefront of the Christianization of half of Europe, and Europeans in turn travelled to the great monastic universities of Ireland to receive education.

The writings of Irishmen, mostly in Latin but sometimes in Gaelic, are to be found scattered
across the vast territory of their missionary activity. These men brought their own particular genius to the way in which they used and ornamented the roman alphabet. The hand of the Irish monk is distinctive; latterly it developed, as did other national hands, alongside of, but separately from, the Carolingian. That it was a neo-Carolingian hand which eventually dominated in Europe is a matter of history; but that the Irish hand still flourished at the advent of printing was important for the future of Irish typography.

At home too, Irishmen were at their books. They committed to writing the early Irish legal system and their medical knowledge, together with some of the folklore of the Irish people. They copied religious works. St Columba, usually known in Ireland as Colm Cille, who, in the sixth century, established the famous monastery on the island of Iona and became the patron of Scottish Christianity, once borrowed a book from Finnian Droma Fhinn and spent days and nights making a copy of it. When Finnian learnt of this, he was outraged and staked his claim to the copy. The case was brought before the King, Diarmaid Mac Cearbhaill, whose judgement that “every calf belongs to its mother, and every copy of a book to the owner of the book” constituted Ireland’s first copyright law; its harshness no doubt evokes a variety of responses from today’s listeners.

It is to the English reformation, and to the Privy Council of the English Queen Elizabeth I, that we owe our gratitude for establishing Irish letter forms as those proper to the printing of the Irish language. In the hope that “God would, in mercy, raise up some to translate the New Testament into their mother tongue” that Queen ordered that a special typeface be designed, cut and sent to Dublin for use in publishing religious material. The typeface was to be based on Irish written letter forms. She also ordered that an Irish grammar be prepared in order that she herself might learn the language.

Matthew Parker, the man to whom the idiomatic expression ‘Nosy Parker’ was first applied, had been Elizabeth’s Archbishop of Canterbury since the first year of her reign. Anglo-Saxon fonts had already been cut for him by John Day, and it is probable that it was the archbishop himself who determined that a new typeface should be designed to accommodate the Irish language. A brief glance at the hand of the Book of Kells and that of the Lindisfarne Gospels is sufficient to convince us of the similarity between Irish and Anglo-Saxon manuscript writing*; since the Anglo-Saxons had been taught to write by the Irish, the likeness is not surprising. The wheel turned full cycle with the advent of printing, and it seems that it was Day’s Anglo-Saxon typeface which became the inspiration, though not the model, for the new Gaelic one.

Elizabeth’s interest in the Irish language may seem strange. Her father, Henry VIII, had issued a statute demanding that all the English living in Ireland learn the English language within a year. The statute, which was translated into Irish for their benefit, had had no noticeable effect. He had also ordered that they shave off their moustaches and wear their beards after the English fashion; one wonders if they were willing to comply even with this much simpler command. Now, Elizabeth was promoting the language! Certainly it was not as remote from her as it had been from her father, for there were Irish nobles at her court who spoke it. She was probably motivated primarily by the desire to save the souls of the Irish people from popery. In England, The Book of Common Prayer had replaced the Latin liturgy of the Catholic church by one which the ordinary people could understand. Elizabeth was simply doing the same thing in Ireland.

The new type was cut in London and was in use in Dublin from 1571. A religious poem by Philip Mhac Cuinn Chrosaigh, dated for that year and now preserved in Cambridge University Library, is the oldest surviving document printed with it. The typeface is strong and well-balanced, and the overall effect is extremely neat. However, on closer inspection, it displays better than any of the other early Irish typefaces how slight the differences between the Irish letter forms and the more standard roman ones really are. Some ligatures were cut, but it is doubtful if more than half of the letters were new designs; several clearly belong to a roman typeface, and the ‘a’ belongs to an italic one. Indeed, it should have been possible to print Irish language material without any new type design, and we are very fortunate that Queen Elizabeth’s administration ordained it otherwise.

Thus it was English Protestantism that first made use of printing in the battle for the souls of the Gaelic nation; but its adversaries on the continent eventually became stronger and more determined in their continued use of it. Some of Ireland’s greatest scholars were Catholic priests

---

* Examples of these hands and of some of the Irish typefaces are shown on separate pages.
living in exile. In about 1611, the Irish Franciscans in Belgium designed a thoroughly Irish type, based on Irish manuscript letters, which for over a century kept a steady stream of Catholic religious material flowing from Louvain to Ireland. Around 1675, a new Irish type was cut in Rome for Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide and the Rome press became engaged in a like task. In the eighteenth century, a new Gaelic type was cut in Paris and that city too became a centre for the publication of Irish language material. It is curious to read in the preface to the first English-Irish dictionary, that published at Paris in 1732, an apology for any errors that might have resulted from the printers’ ignorance of both languages. In 1804, the Rome type of 1675 and a much later one also from Rome were used by J.J. Marcel of the Imprimerie Nationale in Paris. They had been carried off from Rome as part of the booty of Napoleon and deposited by him at the Imprimerie. Had it not been for Napoleon they may well have been lost, as are so many of the other early types.

In time, Queen Elizabeth’s prayer that some Irishman might translate the New Testament into his mother tongue was answered. That and The Book of Common Prayer were translated by Nicholas Breatnach, Bishop of Ossory, and by Ulick Ó Domhnuill, Archbishop of Tuam. But it was left to an Englishman, William Bedell, to embark on the task of translating the Old Testament. Bedell arrived in Ireland in 1627 at the age of 56 to take up the post of Provost of Trinity College, Dublin. He set to work at once to learn the language, and he insisted that students who proposed to be cler-gymen should do likewise. He engaged competent natives to work on the translation, and he himself was responsible for the final form of words, which was approved on a chapter by chapter basis only after careful comparison with the Hebrew and with a polyglot Bible.

Bedell’s Bible was subsequently to be used everywhere the Gaelic language was spoken: in Scotland, in America and in Canada. It is said that it was used even in Catholic liturgy in Ireland during the 1960s and 1970s, before the first complete approved Catholic Bible in Irish was published in 1981. Though Bedell’s work was probably finished not long after 1630, and though he himself died in 1642, his Bible was not published until 1685. Indeed, it might never have been published had it not been for the good services of the illustrious scientist Robert Boyle. Boyle was the seventh son of Richard Boyle, Earl of Cork. It appears that by the time of Bedell, the brief affair of the English court with things Gaelic was over. Bedell’s Elizabethan frame of mind was out of step with the time, or at least with the attitude of those in power in his day. When Boyle set about printing the Old and New Testaments, Bedell’s manuscript was in a sorry condition. Parts of it were illegible, having become damp. Boyle had another difficulty: the Queen Elizabeth type had disappeared. He was informed that the fonts of this type had been stolen by the Jesuits and were being used at Douai to publish Catholic propaganda for shipment to Ireland. In fact, there is no record of any Catholic material printed with that type. Nonetheless, the fonts and all that went with them were gone. Boyle had a new set of Irish characters cast in London. Moxon was the cutter of this type, and it is thought that the model for it was the first Catholic type of Louvain. Boyle footed the entire bill for the printing of the Bible, around £330.

Although some copies of the Boyle printing were used in Gaelic Scotland, it is of interest to note that it was deemed necessary to create a new edition of the Bedell Bible, printed in the Roman character, for that part of Gaeldom. The Scots were never subsequently exposed to Gaelic printing based on the letter forms which their early saints had helped to create.

All the types we have mentioned, and indeed all those designed before 1840, were based on a spiky manuscript hand. It was not representative either of the best or of the most widely known of Irish letter forms. The beautiful writing in the Book of Kells, for example, is in a neat round hand, which displays moreover some features which have never been included in any Irish type. In the year 1841, the Irish Archaeological Society was founded. It was devoted to the study of the language, literature, history and antiquities of Ireland, and to the publication of material in those areas of interest. The Society arranged for the design and cutting of a new series of types for its publications. The designer of these is thought to have been George Petrie, and they were probably cut and cast in Dublin by James Christie. These fonts were based on the round hand, suitably modified to the medium of printing. They are clean-cut and easy to read, and owe little to the Irish types that preceded them; they can boast both originality and artistry. Moreover, they made a considerable contribution to the design of the important Keating type of 1863 and, through it, to the design of all the Irish types which followed. They were probably also the model for the very attractive twentieth century Colm Cille Gaelic type of Colm Ó Lochlainn.
Some lines from the *Lindisfarne Gospels*. The Anglo-Saxons had been taught to write by the Irish.

An example of Irish writing from the *Book of Kells*. Note the similarity between this and the much earlier *Lindisfarne Gospels*.

A part of *Tuair Ferga Fosgide*, in the Queen Elizabeth type of 1571. This is the earliest known document to have been printed in Irish.

This is part of the New Testament printed using the Moxon type commissioned by Robert Boyle around 1680.
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Part of a very common catechism printed in Antwerp with the Louvain type of 1611.

Religious material printed using the Louvain type of 1641.

The Rome type of 1676.

The Paris type of 1732.

The large well-formed Broeke type of 1789.

Proceedings of TEx90
The Watts type of 1818.
The rather unattractive Figgins type of 1825.

Capsitals of one of the Irish Archaeological Society's types used as ordinary type, 1855.

Irish Archaeological Society type, 1841.

Cénsb po baol an Ríoghráid na n-eoann into Aichid promptach Fhíghearn, gan chomhghadh pap naoch oile acht pap Dub n-bail n-dág doipe. Dubhaptpe nothach peann occlach oile bhuiheadh, via i' dhùin air coit Dúbhpe na Tireaphoint. Tuccse leogh a leana lain do Dhúbhaptpe bùil, treachairf, do cheath Dal Araint uair, another Irish Archaeological Society type, 1841.
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Christie's type, 1815.

An attempt by Canon Burke to produce a hybrid Gaelic-Roman type, 1877. Note the ridiculous '6' over the lower case 't'.

A rather better attempt at hybrid type, Liam Miller's *Times New Roman* was used in one edition of *An Béal Bocht*.

A rather stylish Gaelic type cut about 1925, possibly in Germany.

Tá an scribhinn seo go díreach mar thuair mé i ó láimh an údair a dháinm go bhfuil an nóiríodh páca ar lár de dheascaib easpa spás agus pós de dheascaib a rúib inisi de tríúais ar neic na bhfuil cailinn. Beidh a deilte oírde eile le ráil go ré, mar sin féin, má's amlaí a bhíonn aon ghlao ag an bphobal ar an leabhrán so.

Tuigcear go soiléir gur i leith Chorca Dóiré a bhíonn aon áit a luaise ann agus ná cuigeach go bhrúitear ag cáltaí go spóirtiúil ar na Gaeltacait.

The seminal Keating Society type, 1863.

Tá an scribhinn seo go díreach mar thuair mé i ó láimh an údair a bhfuil an nóiríodh páca ar lár de dheascaib easpa spás agus pós de dheascaib a rúib inisi de tríúais ar neic na bhfuil cailinn. Beidh a deilte oírde eile le ráil go ré, mar sin féin, má's amlaí a bhíonn aon ghlao ag an bphobal ar an leabhrán so.

Tuigcear go soiléir gur i leith Chorca Dóiré a bhíonn aon áit a luaise ann agus ná cuigeach go bhrúitear ag cáltaí go spóirtiúil ar na Gaeltacait.

**C.E.** (Túann aon son a Sultsa an Bannion.

An n-aithne atá an neamh go naomhán t'ainn; [go] deag do phoigáidh; mar a bheith ar do chuid a bhí ann mar ná aithr an naomh. An n-aith (amháin) laethaithe, tabhach dún mhóru; mar a bhí as uain i leat a mhaíte dún. Ná léig dún na tuirim ná deugiu ná aithr an naomh an mbár. *Amen.*

Standard twentieth century Gaelic type. Excerpt from the *Book of Common Prayer* of the Church of Ireland. Here Irish-speaking Protestants in Northern Ireland pray for their Queen. Note the foreign 'i' in her name.
20.  Ádur doainn Dha: “Béimead na h-uairi go liomnaigh an créachtúir cóprúidíc ’na bhfuil beag, aghu éanlaíte eiscallar ó chinn na talúin in iomnaíte šíl neime”. Ádur Dha mar thugtaí mópa aghu gach créachtúir beó cóprúidíc; nírug na h-uairi iad go liomnaigh aghu na h-éanlaíte phlaicánaí na deigh a gcanéil. Ádur ba léin do Dha gamaíte é a ’fascáin. Beanann Dha an tath 100: “Bhidh toparc”, deáin ré, “aghu fianloinadó, aghu lionaí na h-uairí aca ñna fàirgí, aghu fianloinadó na h-éanlaíte an an talaí”. Ior nóin aghu mairsin bi an cúigead lá iúrleg.

The truly artistic Colm Cille Gaelic type of Colm Ó Lochlainn.
The least Irish and least attractive of all Gaelic typefaces was that of Vincent Figgins, the first typefounder of that name. His Irish type of 1825 was apparently used in only two books. This is the same Figgins who, in 1832, made the first major promotion of sans serif types and popularized the name by which they are known today. By the beginning of the twentieth century, there was a considerable demand for printed material in Irish, and the Irish fonts necessary for mass production were not available. It was the London firm of Figgins which satisfied the demand. The same firm, under the name of Stevens, was responsible for the 1922 monotype which became familiar to succeeding generations of Irish school children as the standard form of the Irish letter before it was gradually phased out in the 1960s by governmental decree.

Though, in the Irish language revival, there had always been a faction which wanted to adopt the roman letter forms, it is probable that the main reason for its eventual success was a purely practical one. The variety of sizes and weights in which Irish type was available was extremely limited; moreover, Irish typewriters were old-fashioned and clumsy. The written language was apparently being strangled by its dependence on materials which did not belong to the mainstream of European trade and culture. In any case the change was made, and a whole generation has now grown up for the most part ignorant of a very distinctive part of its history.

\TeX\ may well prove to be one of the most important innovations in the history of typesetting. If that is true, then it is even more certain that the invention of \texttt{METAFONT} will come to be regarded as revolutionary for type design and casting. If \texttt{METAFONT} had been available thirty years ago, it might well have saved the Irish typeface. As it is, Irish fonts in a range of weights and sizes unimaginable a generation ago are now being made using SBMF, a particularly fast PC version of \texttt{METAFONT} perfected by Dr Wayne Sullivan in the Mathematics Department of University College, Dublin.

The new typeface, known as Cló Naithí after one of the local saints of the area of County Dublin in which I live, already comprises the most extensive set of Gaelic fonts ever produced. It is, moreover, the only truly Gaelic typeface to include in a single design all twenty six letters of the modern English alphabet. It is intended primarily for everyday typesetting, not for fancy work; simplicity and readability have been the main considerations in its design. The point sizes of five, ten, eleven and seventeen are available in four types: unslanted and slanted, each at standard weight and in an extended bold form. There is yet a considerable amount of work to be done: parameters for other point sizes need to be worked out; the numerals and many special characters have to be designed; there are some questions about punctuation which must be settled; essential variant forms of letters and optional ligatures have to be created; sans-serif routines have to be finalised; large initial fancy letters, which were quite a common feature in Gaelic printing, should be included; work on kerning is yet to begin; moreover there are many imperfections in what has already been done, and these must be weeded out relentlessly. The Naithí project should also include mathematical fonts so that technical material can be typeset without difficulty; it ought also to include the production of a comprehensive hyphenation dictionary. How much of this can be achieved will probably depend on whether or not the workforce of one and the zero funding level can be increased.

There are more than sixty phonemes in the Irish language; it is thus phonetically one of the richest languages in Europe. To accommodate this splendid variety of sound, the Irish traditionally employ an alphabet of only seventeen letters; this number does not include aitch, which is used only to prevent hiatus; nor does it include the various letters which have crept in with some loan words in the past few years. The vowel sounds of the language are, for the most part, pure; they may be either short or long, the latter usually being indicated in the written language by a length mark, commonly called the \textit{sineadh fada}; this is similar in appearance to the French acute accent.

Each of the twelve consonants is used to represent at least two distinct sounds, one broad and one slender; which of the two sounds is intended is usually indicated by adjacent vowels—if these are slender (e or i), then so is the consonant; otherwise the consonant is broad. Most of the consonantal sounds (of both varieties) are subject to a qualitative softening, indicated by the placing of a dot, called a \textit{seimhinn}, over the appropriate letter. These sounds may also be subject to vocalization or nasalization, which is indicated by placing the appropriate consonant before the one to be inflected. There are, properly speaking, no written accents in Irish, and only the two diacritical marks noted here. The language is written more or less phonetically according to its own phonetic rules, which differ considerably from those of English.
The Irish language, in both spoken and written forms, is highly inflected. Approximately one in six vowels takes a length mark, and around one in five consonants a softening mark. Plain TeX's English language conventions for accessing diacritical marks are therefore clearly unsuitable for typesetting in Irish. In Clô Naithi all diacritical marks are treated as ligatures: for example, 'ch' is printed as 'c̪' and '/a' as 'a'; the ligatures can of course be broken if that is desired. On the other hand, the situation for the user of Computer Modern with standard conventions is considerably eased by noting that the correspondence between letters and diacritical marks is one-to-one. By making, say, the forward slash active and writing the appropriate macro, each desired inflection can be got by typing the slash before the letter to be inflected. There are few Latin alphabet languages in which such a proliferation of inflections can be dealt with so simply by TeX.

For many of us whose homes are Gaelic-speaking, there is little doubt that Gaelic fonts are more suitable for the printing of our language than are the Roman. One reason for this is the profusion of aitches with their ugly ascenders which take the place of the seimhthiú in the roman fonts. Around twenty per cent of all other consonants are followed by the letter aitch; this percentage would have been even greater had not simplified spelling accompanied the change to roman fonts*. Historically, there is justification for the introduction of the aitch, at least in conjunction with the letters c, p and t, but that should hardly be used to support the widespread adoption of ugliness; the dot is less conspicuous than the ascending h, and it also helps to provide a sense of balance in a typeface with upper-case ascenders. Another reason for preferring the Gaelic typeface arises from the difficulty of placing diacritical marks over upper-case roman letters whose height already extends more or less to the extremities dictated by the typeface; this difficulty Irish has in common with many languages. In Gaelic typefaces it has never been a problem, since they have upper-case ascenders which determine that the natural height of fonts is sufficient to accommodate all such marks without any squeezing. The Gaelic typeface has tradition, beauty and practicality on its side, and it will give many of us great joy to see it being used more frequently in the future.

---

* Despite my interest in the re-emergence of Gaelic typefaces, I have no intention of promoting old spelling conventions.

---
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